
 
 

Notes 
 Capacity per group of pages may vary as it depends on what is going into the book 
 Prices include design, printing, and delivery. 
 Price of additional copies is for a 20-30 page book. Additional pages charged at 25aed per 10 pages 
 Books require approximately three weeks to be created, printed and delivered 
 For orders that are needed by a specific date that falls within less than one month of confirmation, a 50aed charge is added to 

upgrade shipping to ensure the book is with you by the required date 
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Hardback, 8x10inches 

Any collection of memories. The book can include as much or as little text as you like, including any additional memory pieces 
such as handwritten notes or scanned items. It could be a birthday or farewell gift book (photos and letters/messages/artwork 
from friends), baby’s first year memory book (photos and list of firsts, notes, etc), wedding albums (photos and readings), 
travel albums, family yearbooks, or any reason at all that has you wanting to create a book of memories.  
 
20-30 pages (approximately 120 photos, max 150)   995aed 
10 additional pages (approximately 30 additional photos)   25aed per 10 pages 
Upgrade to 11x13inch book      +175aed 
 
Identical additional copy of book (when ordered with original)  350aed 

 
 
 

Softback, 7x7inches 

A small, photobook version of The Memory Book, above. Full of photos, any text limited to one page. 
 
20-30 pages (up to 50 good quality photos)    450aed 
Upgrade to hardback       50aed 
 
Identical additional copy of book (when ordered with original)  275aed 
 
 
 

Hardback

The one that contains your children’s beautiful drawings and messages, where possible edited to look like they have been 
drawn right into the book. This book will take pride of place on your coffee table for many, many years to come.  
 
Prices upon request (depends on number of pieces of art). For this book, I will need the physical drawings that you would like 
to use in the book. I will scan them in myself and return them to you along with the printed book once it’s done. These books 
involve plenty of work and therefore may take longer to create than the regular photobooks. Your patience is appreciated.  

  


